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Forecast Value Add



Which forecast performs the best?
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Which forecast is the best?
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But how to measure forecast accuracy?

• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 

• Weighted MAPE 

• Mean Percentage Error (MPE) 

• Mean Squared Error 

• Weighted Absolute Percentage Error 

• Mean Absolute Error 
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• R-Squared 

• Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error 

(RMSLE) 

• Log loss 

• Weighted Mean Absolute Error 

• Root Mean Squared Percentage Error 



Which forecast is best?
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Energy DrinkBattery

1 - Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error (MAPE)69% 87%

Highest forecast accuracy



However…
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Energy DrinkBattery

1 –MAPE of forecast69% 87%

1-MAPE of naive forecast52% 88%

+17% -1%Added forecast accuracy

A higher forecast accuracy does not always signal good performance. 
Measuring the forecast accuracy versus a benchmark, such as the naive 
forecast, identifies good and poor performers.



What is the naïve forecast?
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Energy Drink

1 –MAPE of forecast 87%

1-MAPE of naive forecast 88%

Using the last known actual as a predictor for the future is called the naive
forecast and serves as a good benchmark.
In this case the last known actual is taken with a timelag of 2 weeks.



Takeaways

Measure forecast accuracy against a benchmark
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Why focus on adding value?

A case 



Typically a forecast is made in several steps
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Quantify the value of each step in the process
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Quantify the value of each step in the process
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Forecasts are touched many times
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Does this always add value?
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It might even be different per customer
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Takeaways

1. Higher forecast accuracy does not always mean better forecast, always compare to a 

benchmark to see if you really add value or just add time

2. In a most organizations a lot of adjustments are made to the statistical forecast 

which consumes a lot of time

3. The adjustment is not always better, especially upward adjustments tend to be too 

positive
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How to measure Forecast Value Add 
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EyeOn Approach



Compare Statistical and Final Forecast
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Get insights in Enrichment by visualization
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Takeaways

1. Higher forecast accuracy does not always mean better forecast, always compare to a 

benchmark to see if you really add value or just add time

2. In a most organizations a lot of adjustments are made to the statistical forecast 

which consumes a lot of time

3. The adjustment is not always better, especially upward adjustments tend to be too 

positive

4. Get insights in your enrichment by visualizing and making a monthly process to 

review the effectiveness
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Q&A 
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Want to know more? 

Visit us at the market place for

APPLIED DATA SCIENCE, 
MANAGED SERVICES & DEMOS




